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Things to Do at a Kid’s

Indoor Camping This is a great idea for winter
or as a backup to an outdoor camping trip. Have
your guests bring their own gear. All they'll need
are pillows and blankets, because when you're
camping indoors, you don't much! The kids will
love camping in the basement, the living room, or
even the garage. Use blankets and sheets, or small
nylon tents.

Face PaintingHere’s a creative way to keep your
birthday party guests entertained. Options include
hiring folks to provide the service, or you can
gather the supplies yourself. Make sure to
purchase paint specifically for face painting to
ensure it's non-toxic and safe for anyone using it.
Let them make themselves up as princesses,
pirates, clowns and more. Hint: This is the perfect
set up for a photo shoot!

The Queen's Court Your birthday girl can feel
extra special by being queen for the day. Note:
This could also work for little boys, when you make
him king for the day. The premise is, your little one
gets whatever they want for the entire day. They
can pick out the meals, choose what the family
does, etc. At a party, they could have a crown and a
throne. Top it all off with a costume. Lovely.

Have a Parade This is an adorable idea and
perfect for younger children. Let your guests know
in advance so they can plan their costume. Have
each guest be a different participant in the parade.
Have everyone meet at the park. Parade down the
trail or through the grass single file. If anybody
plays an instrument, a performance is a possibility.
Otherwise, provide music through a car stereo or a
Bluetooth speaker connected to your phone.

Have aWizard Party and MakeWands This
is straight out of Hogwarts and perfect for the
budding magician. In fact, for this idea, you could
use Hogwarts and the Harry Potter story as a
theme. To really get into it, all guests should dress
up like wizards or witches. Plan the menu
Hogwarts' style with chocolate frogs and cauldron
cakes. Have the guests make their own magic wand
using bamboo chopsticks and paint or tape. Have

someone perform magic tricks as party of the
theme.

Tea Party with Floppy Hat Decorating Little
girls love tea parties, especially when they get to
play dress-up and wear a floppy hat. The only
thing better than that, is decorating that big floppy
hat with flowers and sparkles. This is a great thing
to have outdoors on a warm, sunny day, but a
party like this could work in the dining room, too.

Pet Birthday Party In addition to human
guests, invite the other kids like the dog, the cat, or
even the goldfish. Put everyone together in a circle
and take a picture. If you use treats to encourage
compliance, you'll get much more cooperation.
Otherwise, use this as a short party activity as the
animals aren't likely to stick around long after the
treats are gone. Don’t forget to take the picture!

Scavenger Hunt This is a really fun way to
spend an afternoon or evening. Draw up some
instructions like clues on a treasure map.
Announce the parameters prior to starting. Have
the guests collect the items on the list. The first
ones to finish are the winners.

Stories Pile your choice of books on the coffee
table. Once seated, pass out the books and have
the children read aloud. There is nothing high-tech
about this idea. It's good, old-fashioned story
reading. You could have a contest and choose a
winner like best story choice, best performance, or
most creative, suspenseful, funny, etc.

Crafts or Make Your Own Everything Party
Some of the most fun parties are when you get to
make things. Choose a craft like pumpkin carving.
Or have the entire party be things they get to
make. For example: have them decorate their own
cupcakes. Make their own hot dog (toppings only,
if the kids are young), or make their own punch
with fruits to add to their glass. Or have a
homemade pizza station while you have a craft
station. The kids will be engaged and you'll get
some delicious pizza.


